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IMTRODUGTION

A baa re lie f taken from an ancient tomb in Thebes 

shows a priest obviously in the act of hypnotizing a pa

tie n t. Undoubtedly, hypnosis was used by the priest in 

charge of the Egyptian "Sleep Temples" when they gave 

curative suggestions to sufferers who sought their a id .( l )

In Asia and India, Holy men and Fakirs have used 

it for centuries to induce trance-like states and develop 

apparently super-normal powers.

As the Greeks associated medicine with magic it 

is no wonder that they picked up hypnosis from the Egyp

tians. Hippocrates, the father of medicine, Said, "The 

affections suffered by the body the soul sees quite well 

with shut eyes." Among the Romans, Aesculapius often 

threw his patients into "deep Sleep" and allayed pain by 

stroking with his hand.

A great physician in the tenth century, Avicenna, 

expounded his view that the imagination of man could act 

not only on his own body, but even on other and very d is 

tant bodies; further, that it could fascinate and modify 

them, either by making them i l l  or restoring them to 

health.

Paracelsus, a medical man in the sixteenth cen

tury, was persecuted and driven from city to city  because 

he dared to state that imagination and faith  could cause
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and remove disease .

It was in the eighteenth century that Franz Anton 

Mesmer in writing a thesis for his medical degree ex

pounded his belief in a mysterious "magnetic flu id " which 

came from the stars and f i l le d  the whole universe. This 

thesis aroused the interest of Father Hehl, a Jesuit 

priest who was Professor of Astronomy at the University of 

Vienna. He believed that magnets had curative powers, and 

he had them made in special shapes representing the organs 

which they were intended to cure.

It was in 1815 that a wandering Portuguese monk, 

the Abbe Faria, appeared in P aris. His experiences in 

India and the Far East had taught him to produce somnambu

lis t ic  trance simply by gazing steadily at the patient and 

then suddenly shouting, "S leep ."

One of the most reliable mesmerists in France at 

this time was Baron du Potet . When he visited  London in 

1337, he enlisted the interest of one of the most b rillian t  

men in the history of English medicine, Dr. John E lliotson , 

by describing his cases of painless surgery under the in

fluence of mesmerism.

Esdaile began using mesmerism to perform surgical 

procedures while he was stationed in Calcutta in 1845.

He performed several thousand minor and nearly three 

hundred major operations using mesmerism as the only



anesthetic. Using this he was able to reduce the death 

rate from f i f t y  per cent to five per cent.

In 1841 Braid became interested in mesmerism. At 

f ir s t  he thought it  was a sleep state and he coined the 

phrase ‘’hypnosis. " In 1847 he found a ll  the major phe

nomena of hypnotism such as catalepsy, anesthesia, and 

amnesia could be induced without sleep . He originally  

used the fixed gazing method and then found that he could 

induce the state by verbal suggestions alone.

About this time Charcot, the great neurologist, 

attempted to put hypnosis on a sc ien tific  basis . Working 

solely with three grossly hysterical women, he came to the 

highly unscientific opinion that only hysterical subjects 

could be hypnotized, and that the magnetic influence was 

a real one.

Probably the greatest blow dealt hypnosis in mod

ern times was done by Sigmund Freud and his followers. At 

f ir s t  he adopted it  and used it  for his so-called cathar

tic  method. As deep hypnosis was necessary for his method, 

he found that he could not obtain this with a ll  individu

als and consequently discarded it altogether.

Periodically, as in the pre- and post-war periods, 

when a quick method was needed to help cure nervous com

plaints, there was a revival of hypnosis. Recently some 

psychiatrists have been using it in an attempt to shorten
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the time necessary for psychoanalysis so that definitive  

therapy might be instituted more rapidly.

4

When it comes to theories as to why hypnosis works, 

there are almost as many theories as there have been hyp

n otists . According to Do reus (2 ), the theories that have 

enjoyed some acclaim through the years are: (a) the theory 

that hypnosis is a form of sleep or a partial sleep, (b) 

the dissociation theory, (c) ideomotor and conditioned re

sponse theories, (d) the theory of goal-directed striving, 

and (e ) theories originating in psychoanalysis.

The fir s t  suggestion that mesmeric phenomena might

be connected with sleep) came from the discovery of a r t i -
1

f ic ia l somnambulism, or the sleeping trance, by the Mar

quis de Puysegur in 1784. Among some of the distinguished 

physicians who thought of hypnosis as sleep were L ie beau I t , 

Binet, Fere, and Bernheim. Even Pavlov with his condi

tioned reflexes of dogs noticed that the repetition of a 

conditioned stimulus , without any presentation of the un

conditioned stimulus (that i s ,  without reinforcement), 

caused a lethargic or drowsy state in his animals.

McDougall ( 3 ) explained the dissociation theory

along these lines when he wrote:

The patient w ill fa i l  to achieve a forbidden movement, 
not merely because he cannot or w ill not, or has not 
sufficient motive to , make the necessary e ffo r t ; but 
because, when he tries to make the movement and suc
ceeds in innervating the proper muscles, the antago
nistic muscles come into play and prevent the movement.
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At this stage , then there is manifested, a certain 
sp littin g  of the personality, a con flict of one part 
against another : the muscles of one set obey the one 
part, the conscious w illing subject ; the antagonistic 
muscles obey some other part of the personality, which 
understands and is subservient to the commands and 
suggestions of the operator.

In 1933, Hull (4) defined hypnosis as a state of 

generalized hypersuggestibility and he explained his ide

omotor theory of action as follows:

A true suggestion response is one in which the sub
je c t ’ s own symbolic processes , instead of becoming- 
active either in fa c ilita tin g  or in resisting the 
tendency to action naturally arising from the experi
menter’ s words, remain passive so far as the particu
lar act suggested is concerned. It seems reasonable 
to assume that this passivity is fa c ilita ted  by the 
suggestions usually given fo r  the subject to relax and 
not to think of anything but sleep. This withdrawal 
of the subject’ s symbolic stimulation emanating con
tinuously from the experimenter.

It was in 1941 that White (5) of the Harvard rsycho- 

logical Clinic reported his theory of hypnosis as a goal- 

directed behavior in an altered state of the person or the 

motivational theory of hypnosis. He defined hypnotic be

havior as "meaningful, goal-directed striving , its  most 

general goal being to behave like a hypnotized person as 

this continuously defined by the operator and understood 

by the su b ject." According to White, the necessary condi

tions for induction of a trance are (a) relaxation, ( b) re

duction of sensory input, and (c) the presence of an opera

tor .

Dorcus leans toward the latter explanation with



some qualifications particularly along the lines that he 

does not feel relaxation is necessary and he would sub

stitute for the "reduction of sensory input," the words 

"concentration of attention. " White also mentions a pos

sible functional decortication, consisting in a lowering 

of some levels of activ ity .

The psychoanalytic school’ s fin al product up to 

the present time, which sees hypnosis as a recapitulation 

of childhood development, is in need of additional e v i

dence .

When a l l  has been told it  would appear without a 

doubt that there are s t i l l  many facets that are definitely  

not explainable and that some theories which have been ex

pounded have not been substantiated by c lin ica l work.

There are as many ways of producing hypnosis and 

as many ideas to explain its nature as there are hypnotists, 

but most authorities favor the theory that the mesmeric 

state is a condition of "exaggerated su g g estib ility ." The 

hypnotist has neither an esoteric power nor a mysterious 

g if t .  Anyone can learn to hypnotize, but use of the tech

nique should be restricted to trained and competent prac

tition ers. Patients vary in their susceptibility  to hyp

nosis in the same way that they d iffe r  in their responses 

to drugs or other medical therapy. The best hypnotic sub

jects are ordinary, normal people, the more intelligent
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and imaginative the b etter. It is  virtually  impossible to 

hypnotize an id io t . Children usually make good subjects 

because of their heightened powers of imagination. Young 

people respond better than old, because their patterns of 

reaction are not so rigidly se t. There is no difference 

in susceptibility to hypnosis between men and women.

Under hypnosis no patient w ill carry out a sug

gestion that conflicts with her oasic moral principles.

The subject is not an automaton ; she may refuse to carry 

out suggestions, and she can always break the trance i f  

the situation becomes really intolerable.

Having participated in and observing the seemingly 

unlimited potentials of hypnosis, and with the recent re

ports in the literature of its  use in obstetrics, a study 

was undertaken in an effort (a) to evaluate the role hyp

nosis may play in shortening the time of labor, (b) to re

lieve pain in the various stages of labor, and (c ) to 

evaluate the patient's response to the method.

A look at present day obstetrics w ill reveal that 

man has gradually forced his influence upon the natural 

physiological condition of pregnancy, labor, and delivery. 

Far be it  from me to say that what has been accomplished 

is not a ll  to the good. However, down through the ages 

efforts have been made to determine the "id ea l" analgesic 

and anesthetic for childbirth.
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With the modernization of the handling of ob stetn  

cal patients in labor relative to analgesia and anesthesia 

it  is accepted that a ll  pain in childbirth could be a ilev i  

ated. This could be accomplished only at the expense of 

risking cerebral anoxia in the newborn and the complica

tions that attend a general anesthetic .

Reed (6) and his follow ers, with the popularity of 

the Natural Childbirth regime, have demonstrated what can 

be accomplished with the proper preparation m so far as 

physiologic childbirth is concerned. This method depends 

upon education, respiration, relaxation, and a great deal 

of confidence in the attending physician.

In respect to hypnosis Reed has sard, "I  must 

agree that i f  a patient is hypnotisable and mid- or lower 

pelvic interference is indicated, I would prefer the use 

of hypnotism to deep anaesthesia.”

Jacobson (7 ) , reporting on relaxation methods in 

labor, writes ; «Patients trained to relax residual tension 

show no resemblance to being in trance states during labor 

and no careful observer finds any evidence of increased 

su g g estib ility .” He feels hypnosis tends to increase per

sonal dependence , suggestibility and neurotic symptoms.

According to Kroger and Freed (8 ) , "despite the 

protests of Reed and his disciples that they do not use 

hypnosis, several c lin ical psychologists agree that
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relaxation and suggestion are su fficien tly  related to hyp

nosis to explain the success achieved through natural child 
b irth ."

DeLee and Kroger (9) reported a se n e s  of primi- 

gravida in which they induced optional arnnesia, analgesia, 

and anesthesia continuously through labor, delivery, and 

postpartum repair. They found three out of five patients 

were amenable to their method of no sedation or anesthesia.

Writing in the American Medical Association Jour

nal , DeLee listed some of the advantages of hypnotism in 

obstetrics as follows;

(a) Because the patient is highly suggestible and is 

treated in an unusual and special manner she is 

likely  to have a more pleasant pregnancy.

(b) Fear, pain and apprehension before and after labor 
are eliminated.

(c) It is possible to allow the mother to experience 

the sensations of childbirth without attendant pain.

(d) Uterine contractions often can be either accelerated 

or retarded by suggestion.

(e ) Blood loss is considerably reduced owing to vaso

constriction of the cap illaries.

(f )  Elimination of pain decreases shock and fa c ilita te s  
reco very.

(g) 1 he length of the f ir s t  stage of labor can be reduced
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(h) There are no undesirable postoperative effects  

from hypnosis as with most other anesthetics.

( i ) Hypnosis raises resistance to fatigue by about 

twenty per cent, minimizing maternal exhaustion.

( j )  Chemical anesthesia, especially ether, depresses 

uterine activity and interferes with the normal 

mechanism of labor which is not so with hypnosis.

(k) The responsive patient co-operates more fu lly , 

this being particularly valuable during the ex

pulsive stage.

Michael (10) reported in the B ritish Medical Jour

nal on thirty cases in which hypnosis was used. Hone of 

these patients received any analgesia throughout the f ir s t  

stage of labor and twenty-eight of them behaved extremely 

well with excellent relaxation and good co-operation. The 

two failures were young primigravida who had been in labor 

at home for a number of hours before they came into the 

hospital, and fu ll co-operation was impossible to obtain.

Of the twenty-eight cases in the second stage, twenty-five 

of them were extremely satisfactory , co-operating very well 

and carrying out a ll  instructions. Ho explanation was 

forthcoming for the failure in the second stage of other

wise successful hypnosis, thus reaffirming the unpredicta

b ility  of its e ffe c t. Discussions with the patients taking 

part in this experiment revealed that they were a ll  very
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pleased with the experience. The second stage failures had 

marked re lie f until such time as hypnosis fa ile d . They 

were not unduly distressed, even at this stage, by the 

nature of the uterine contractions and found that they 

could relax completely in between pains. Only one patient 

expressed a desire for analgesia with her next delivery.

Whereas DeLee made no case report, Abramson and 

Heron (11 ) reported on one hundred cases in an experimen

ta l group relative to the length of labor as against 

eighty-eight cases used m a control group. In primiparas 

there was a mean difference of 3.23 hours, while in mul

t i  paras there was a mean difference of 1.79 hours. They 

concluded from their study that i f  they were to rely solely  

on the subjective estimates by the patients they would have 

an almost one hundred per cent favorable response, in this 

series of cases they relied upon the training periods for 

hypnosis regardless of the depth obtained. Although no 

specific mention is made of' the fa c t , they did not h esi

tate to supplement the analgesic effects with minimal doses 

of Demerol. Just how many cases required Demerol is not 

reported, but i t  apparently is not as much as would be re

quired without the hypnosis and the tota l overall effect 

was good.

Eastman, commenting on the subject, sta tes: "Some 

of the dramatic effects are so incredible as to make one
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wonder why hypnotism haa not made further inroads than it  

haa."  He somewhat answers this himself when he says , "It  

' hypnosiaj has continued to be a sort of mystic, recondite 

business pursued only by an initiated few and adjudged by 

most members of the profession to be akin to quackery."

Marmer (12), an anesthesiologist, feels that hyp

nosis can be used to assist a patient to relax and to help 

obviate excitement and apprehension as most people fear 

anesthesia more than surgery. He feels that induction 

should start not in the operating room, but with the pre

anesthetic v isit to the patient, usually one or two nights 

prior to surgjery. Hypnosis is a valuable addition to the 

armamentarium of the anesthesiologist for one may use it  

as a means of sedation before and after operations and, 

also , as an auxiliary method of anesthesia or a means of 

achieving total anesthesia.



METHOD OF STUDY

This study was initiated to determine whether ob

stetrica l patients, having had sessions in antenatal hyp

notic training, could experience a shorter, painless labor 

with pleasant memories of the procedure.

Written consent for hypnosis was obtained from the 

patient. During each session there was always at least 

one nurse present. At times, with the permission of the 

patient, as many as eight persons including other doctors, 

nurses and patients interested in hypnosis observed the 

procedure.

The method used for inducing hypnosis in this ex

periment was f ir s t  introduced in 1928 by Erickson. It is 

called the hand-le vit at ion method and is described in de

ta il by Wolberg (13) in Medical Hypnosis, Volume 1 .

B riefly , this method consists of the subject sittin g  in a 

straight chair in a comfortable position so the body re

ceives as few external stimuli as possible. She lays her 

hands on her thighs, palms down, and is instructed to keep 

watching them closely. The operator directs the subject’ s 

attention to the sensations she is receiving from her hands. 

She is told there is a great deal of activity  in the hands 

and soon she w ill notice a small movement of one of the 

fingers or of either of her hands. When some movement ap

pears, the operator calls the subject’ s attention to i t ,
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and from now on this hand is the center of the subject’ s 

observation. It is then suggested the spaces between the 

fingers w ill widen, and as they widen the fingers w ill 

arch up from the thigh as if  they want to l i f t  the hand. 

Sensations of lightness in the hand are suggested and the 

hand and arm w ill slowly begin to r ise . As they rise, it

is suggested the subject w ill fe e l more and more drowsy

and sleepy. As the hand approaches the face, these sug

gestions are made stronger; but it is stated the subject

w ill not and must not go to sleep until the hand touches

the face, as the hand gets nearer the face, attention is  

directed to tjne subject’ s eyes, anti closure is suggested. 

Cnee this has been accomplished she is encouraged to let  

herself s lip  into a deeper and deeper sleep and to let 

herself become completely relaxed.

Relative to the depth of hypnosis, the generally 

accepted five divisions of the various stages of suscepti

b ility  as described by Wolberg were u tilized . They are: 

(a) waking state , (b) prehypnotic or hypnoidal state ,

(c) light trance, (d) medium trance, and (e) deep or som

nambulistic trance.

In the training sessions attempts were made to get 

as deep a degree of hypnosis as possible. The response 

differed in each case because of the great variability in 

the susceptibility of the subjects.
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As one of the dangers of using hypnosis is the pre

cipitation of a psychotic episode by using recall or free 

ventilation , no patient in this study was ailowed to apeak 

while under hypnosis. A lso , care was taken with each ses

sion that the fu ll powers of normal activity and feeling  

were restored to the patient before she was awakened from 

the trance.

I f  a common denominator could be obtained in the 

selection of the patients for hypnosis it  was anticipated 

better results and less time would be needed. The sub

jects for this experiment came from the Creighton Univer

sity  Medical School outpatient department where they are
I

seen by a different student and resident at each v is it  for 

routine antenatal care . The selection of the patients was 

le ft  to the students with the instructions that those se 

lected must be in their th irty-sixth  week of pregnancy and 

have clean fe e t. The rationale for the la tter statement 

was th at, although financial status may force a patient to 

seek clin ica l care, her intelligence and pride with a 

strong desire to prove acceptable could be manifested by 

appearing clean at the time of examination.

The student would then approach the patient to see 

i f  she would be interested in hypnosis to relieve pain dur

ing labor. I f  interested, she was asked what understanding 

she had of hypnosis. This question brought to light
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numerous misconceptions and ideas which were then c la r i

fied for the patient. An effort was then made to estab

lish  a motivation for hypnosis in order to take advantage 

of the procedure.

Following this the patient was sent home and asked 

to discuss the procedure with her husbanu and obtain his 

reaction to i t .  When she ca.me in the following week the 

operator would discuss whether or not she was s t i l l  inter

ested in the subject, and would answer any questions she 

might ask. Numerous patients dropped out at this level. 

However, those that chose to remain were then volunteers 

who were definitely interested in the subject and had at 

least a smattering of the whole process, thus making them 

potentially good subjects.

During the f ir s t  session the subject is told she 

w ill remember everything, as the difference between normal 

and hypnotic sleep had been explained to her beforehand. 

After awakening her on signal, usually by touching her 

hand, the whole process was discussed and any questions 

were answered and explained. In view of the lack of pre

vious rapport this was done to obtain confidence of the 

patient and to include her in the whole process so that 

she would fee 1 a fu ll  participation in the project.

During the antenatal training sessions the sub

jects are taught to relax and post-hypnotic suggestion is
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given so that v;hen in labor they would remain relaxed with 

each uterine contraction. Also, at each session post-hyp

notic suggestion is given that labor w ill be painless, and 

the only sensation she might experience w ill be a feeling  

of tightness in the lower abdomen and lower back during 

the uterine contractions which woula not bother her or 

bring her out of a trance . She is told she w ill look fo r 

ward to the actual confinement with a feeling of confidence 

rather than one of fear and apprehension.

On the next v is it , which took place on the average 

of two to five days later, the patient was examined and 

her pregnancy was discussed with her. At this time her 

further questions about hypnosis were discussed. Prior to 

hypnosis , at this session she was told what would be done 

and what would happen. She wouId be hypnotized and one 

arm would be deadened with a pass , and a nail f i le  would 

be used to demonstrate the difference in sensation between 

the two arms. At the end of the trance the patient was 

again reassured that she need have no fear of hypnosis and 

that she was going to look forward to painless labor and 

delivery of her infant.

At the third session the same process was repeated 

using a pin instead of a nail f i le  to demonstrate an anes

thesia of the arm. At this session the f ir s t  step in am

nesia with post-hypnotic suggestions was used. It consisted
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in the patient’ s going back into a hypnotic trance when a 

nurse handed he r a test tube. During the interval before 

the post-hypnotic suggestion was carried out, the e f f i 

ciency of the pin prick test was discussed with the patient 

in order to reinforce the a b ility  to anesthetize an area 

of the body.

At the next session the patient was handed a test 

tube by a nurse and was told to hypnotize herself with 

some verbal encouragement from the operator. She was told  

when she went into the hospital for labor and delivery that 

i f  the operator was not present right away the nurse would 

be instructed to hand her a test tube and she would be 

able to go into a trance and do away with the pain asso

ciated with labor. This mechanism was not utilized for 

the f ir s t  five patients.

In the hospital, when it was determined the patient 

was definitely  in active labor she sat on the side of the 

bed and was placed in a trance with the hand levitation  

method previously described. This was used instead of the 

post-hypnotic suggestion trance for i t  was fe lt  that a 

smoother and deeper state was obtained. Once the patient 

was in a trance the post-hypnotic suggestion was given 

that i f  she should come out of the trance she would imme

diately go back into i t  when she was handed a test tube. 

This was established as a precautionary measure in the
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event the pains would he too hard and too close together 

to obtain fu ll  concentration and co-operation. The opera

tor remained in constant attention during the entire labor 

and delivery in order to supplement and reinforce any wa

vering of the trance state .

During the second and third stage of the delivery 

a pudendal anesthetic was used except in those cases which 

proceeded too rapidly for their use . Under those condi

tions a minimal amount of general anesthetic was s u ff i 

cient .

I



RESULTS

This series was undertaken to see i f  ten obstetri

cal patients selected more or less at random could use 

hypnosis as an analgesic for labor and delivery. The pa

tients were given a number of antenatal training sessions 

after their th irty-sixth  week of pregnancy.

In the patients selected, half of them knew nothing 

about hypnosis to begin with and the other half knew only 

what the literature and screen exploitation of i t  had to 

o ffe r . As the result of their own inquiry there arose the 

d ifficu lty  that has always been associated with the lay 

person, and at times with rather educated and scien tific  

individuals, that hypnosis is something mysterious during 

which the operator has complete power over an individual. 

This made some hesitant about submitting to i t .  Even 

among those that were interested the same fear remained 

dormant, resulting in the failures noted at various stages 

of the project.

The f ir s t  patient to undertake the procedure was 

a 21-year-old gravida 2, para 1, who upon her f ir s t  two 

visits obtained a light trance ana things appeared to be 

going w ell. At the third session a noticeable set-back 

of expectancy was received and in spite of sympathetic 

questioning no definite reason was forthcoming. The pa

tient wished to proceed a,nd one more session was obtained
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with no particular change. Upon admittance to the hospi

ta l an attempt was made to hypnotize the patient while she 

was in labor, but to no a vail. She was then given the 

routine sedation and proceeded to deliver in one and one - 

half hours after admittance , in contrast to twenty hours 

of labor with her f ir s t  delivery. The infants in each 

case were approximately the same weight. In talking with 

her husband about the failure of hypnosis it was learned 

she was doing i t  only to please him as he was very enthu

siastic about i t .  I mentioned the apparent success at 

fir s t  with the reversal and he recalled she was rather up

set at that time about the reports in the newspapers and
I

radio regarding hypnosis and reincarnation. This inner 

struggle could easily account fo r  the patient’ s inability  

to let herself participate fu lly  in the project.

The second case was a 22-year-old gravida 4, para 

2, who was able to attain a medium trance state after  

three sessions. She was placed in a trance when she was 

dilated three centimeters and obtained excellent results 

in the alleviation of Pain with resultant relaxation and 

co-operation. The uterine contractions were coming with 

such rapidity and intensity that upon examination after  

twenty minutes she was found to be completely dilated.

The membranes ruptured during the examination, allowing 

the head to come to the perineum. In the process of moving
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the patient to the delivery room she came out of the 

trance and required a minimal amount of general anes

thesia for the completion of the delivery. As the re

sult of the rapidity of the f ir s t  stage it  was speculated 

she would have a cervical laceration. Visual inspection 

showed the cervix to he normal in a l l  respects. I f  a 

more careful observation of the patient in labor by the 

operator, anticipating the rapid d ilatation , and a more 

orderly procedure could have been carried out, I feel she 

would have had as excellent a second and third stage as 

she did with a f ir s t  stage . The infant at this delivery 

weighed nearly one pound more than either of the patient’ sI
other children at the time of their delivery.

The third case was a 23-year-old gravida 3, para 

2, who, after three sessions in which she attained a light 

trance state , fa iled  to return to the c lin ic . She had ap

parently accepted the procedure well and good response was 

anticipated. After a pass was made over the arm while she 

was in a trance she had complete absence of sensation in 

the arm. E fforts to trace the patient to find out the 

reason fo r  her withdrawal have been unsuccessful as there 

was no seemingly outward dis satisfaction with the proce

dure .

The fourth case to come under our care was that of 

an 18-year-old gravida 3, para 2, who after three sessions
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was able to attain a medium trance in her antenatal v is its .  

Upon admittance to the hospital she was in very active 

labor and four centimeters dilated with very rapid and in

tense contractions. Twenty minutes after admittance, and 

before hypnosis could be started, she was eight centimeters 

dilated and required sedation prior to being moved to the 

delivery room. She delivered a normal infant th irty -five  

minutes after admittance to the hospital. It was follow

ing this case that post-hypnotic suggestion was given to 

the patient that slie would go into a trance upon admit

tance to the hospital when a nurse handed her a test tube.

It was fe lt  that it was the direct result of this
1

post-hypnotic suggestion used on the next patient in her 

fourth antenatal session which resulted in the f i f t h  case 

not returning to the c lin ic . As she had not been prepared 

before the session regarding post-hypnotic suggestion, it  

visibly upset her to think she would go into a trance when 

she was handed a test tube and not recall having been told 

it  when she was in a trance. Explanation, reassurance, 

and reasoning seemed to satisfy  the patient at that time; 

however, she failed  to keep future appointments and obvi

ously was delivered elsewhere.

The sixth case was a 26-year-old gravida 3, para 

2, who attained a medium trance during her four antenatal 

sessions. Upon admittance to the hospital she was three
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to four centimeters dilated with mild pains every five  

minutes. She was placed in a trance and the rapidity and 

intensity of the pains increased to such an extent that 

forty -five  minutes after admittance she delivered with the 

aid of a pudendal anesthetic. She had received no seda

tion during the procedure and obtained excellent results 

with good co-operation and the fu l l  satisfaction of par

ticipation in the entire procedure.

The seventh case was that of a 24-year-old gravida 

2, para 1, who was very enthusiastic about the whole pro

cedure and wanted to remember e verything about the labor 

and delivery^ She was probably the beat patient for keep

ing her appointments and co-operating in every manner.

She received seven antenatal training sessions which 

lasted fifteen  minutes each. During this time she pro

ceeded through the various stages of hypnosis until such 

time that she attained the somnambulistic sta te . She was 

very capable of returning to a trance upon signal and pro

ceeded to be able to open her eyes without coming out of 

the trance state . Upon admission to the hospital she had 

irregular contractions and was two centimeters dilated. 

After preliminary preparations she was placed in a trance , 

and an attempt was made to influence the character and 

timing of the contractions . This appeared successful for 

approximately twenty minutes with pains every three minutes
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lasting thirty seconds . For the next thirty minutes the 

patient was observed, during which time the pains regressed 

to an irregular nature and accomplished some thinning of 

the cervix only. Again the suggestion was made there 

would he an increase in the regularity and intensity of 

the pains. They again returned and sustained themselves 

through the rest of the labor and delivery. During the 

fir st  stage the patient gave no outward evidence of pain 

even during the height of a contraction. In the delivery 

room, with the application of outlet forceps and bringing 

the head over the perineum, the patient came out of the 

trance which Jaad lasted three hours and twenty minutes.

The procedure was stopped while a nurse gave her a test 

tube and she was able to s lip  back into a trance. As soon 

as the head was delivered she was awake and watched the 

remainder of the delivery. Following the repair of the 

episiotonjy she was again given a test tube , and while in 

a trance the fu ll power of normal activity  and feeling  

were restored to the patient. In a discussion with the 

patient following the delivery she was greatly surprised 

she had been in labor for more than three hours. To her 

it  seemed about ten minutes, and she was very pleased with 
the whole process .

I he eighth patient to undertake the procedure was 

a 20-year-old gravida 1, para 0, who was f ir s t  seen during
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her th irty-sixth  week of pregnancy. During the antenatal 

training sessions she proceeded very well through the var

ious stages and was able to attain a somnambulistic state . 

In the thirty-eighth week she began having low back pres

sure pains which were very uncomfortable . While in a 

trance the area over the lumbrosacral region was deadened 

with a pass and she was told  i t  would remain so for the 

next three hours. She obtained complete re lie f for the 

three -hour period with a gradual return of the pressure 

symptoms. Again placing her in a trance the same procedure 

was performed. An additional suggestion was made that with

the return of normal sensation to the area in three hours
|

the pain and discomfort would be very mild and would not 

be incapacitating. She was very comfortable fo r  four days 

when it  was necessary to repeat the procedure with equally 

good resu lts .

When admitted to the labor room she was having 

fa ir ly  good contractions every three to five minutes and 

was three centimeters dilated with 75 per cent effacement 

of the cervix at zero station . She was placed in a trance 

with the hand levitation method with some interference 

from the intensity and frequency of the c ont ractions. It 

was fe lt  this particular patient obtained a deeper trance 

with this method of' induction. During the next forty min

utes she obtained adequate re lie f and progressed to eight
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centimeters dilatation . As the intensity and quality of 

the pains we re severe the patient showed evidence of 

lightening of the trance sta te . She was given 50 m illi 

grams of Demerol and 25 milligrams of Phenergan intramus

cularly. An eight-pound four-ounce male infant was de

livered as a breech with a double footling presentation.

She was in active labor a total of one and one-half hours. 

The patient was very pleased with the rapidity of the la 

bor and slightly  disappointed that she had required any 

sedation. The over-all procedure was very gratifying and 

the patient would like to use it  with her next confinement.

The ninth subject to participate in the programI
was probably the best subject once she overcame the in i

t ia l  hesitancy and uncertainty associated with letting  

herself fu lly  participate in hypnosis. She was a 26-year- 

old gravida 7, para 5, whose previous pregnancies had ter

minated without complication. The largest baby previously 

delivered was seven pounds twelve ounces. After five ses

sions she adequately attained the somnambulistic state and 

was able to return to it with a post-hypnotic signal of 

handing her a test tube.

One week before she delivered she was admitted to 

the hospital in an effort to in itiate  labor using hypnosis. 

In spite of the cervix not being "rip e" with a minus two 

station and a cephalic presentation the session was begun.
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After the trance state was attained, simulated contrac

tions we re initiated every five minutes, lasting thirty  

seconds. They remained of a moderate nature and after  

three hours accomplished only some thinning of the cer

vix. Intensifying the contractions at this stage was un

successful. During this procedure the patient was 

awakened after the abdomen, back, and perineum had been 

deadened. She fe lt  no evidence of pain during the con

tractions. Thinking she fe lt  no indication of a f u l l  

bladder, she was asked to void. Following this she ex

pressed a weirdness of voiding while being unaware of 

sensation from the area. It was fe lt  a failure at indue- 

tion occurred with a ’’non-ripe'1 cervix which is the same 

response that one obtains with a failure of' pitocin in

duction. However, it  demonstrates that contractions could 

be simulated but the quality was uncertain. It would be 

necessary to follow a larger group of this type to prop

erly evaluate them.

Upon admittance to the hospital in active labor 

she was placed in a trance state and a l l  pain was re

lieved. After forty -five  minutes she was six centimeters 

dilated, zero station with pains every three minutes, 

lasting forty-five  seconds. At this stage she was 

awakened leaving the area deadened by post-hypnotic sug

gestion. At f ir s t ,  this seemed to work; however, it
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became necessary to s lip  her back into a trance with sup

plementary sedation, and she delivered a ten-pound seven 

ounce male infant thirty minutes later. Because this pa

tient had been able to be awake without feelin g  milder 

contractions, i t  was tried at this time and fa ile d . I f  

she had been allowed to remain in a trance throughout the 

procedure, I fee l she would have required no sedation 

despite the large infant and rapidity of the delivery.

The tenth patient was a 19-year-old gravida 1,

Para 0, who, I f e l t ,  undertook the procedure because a 

friend was doing i t .  She was the type of an individual

who wanted to be the f ir s t  to advance through the various
|

stages of the trance state and accomplish post-hypnotic 

suggestions. An effort to obtain better control and a 

higher motivation was made by having her sessions by her

se lf  with only a nurse present. This appeared to be a 

better arrangement and as the patient wanted to quit 

smoking post -hypnotic suggestion was used as an adjunct 

successfully. She stated she did not have as strong a de

sire to smoke and when she did try one they did not taste 

good. Upon admittance to the hospital in labor the pa

tient was very apprehensive with irregular contractions. 

After the routine preparation she was placed in a trance 

and an effort was made to influence the character of the 

pains . This was successful for thirty minutes and then
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reverted back to their original s ta te . At this time she 

was brought out of the trance and. continued in a desultory 

type of labor. Once dilatation had begun and labor was 

definitely established, another attempt with hypnosis was 

made. This appeared to be successful for twenty minutes, 

when it  became obvious that she would be unable to u tilize  

hypnosis for re lie f of pain. In a l l ,  this case would d efi

nitely have to be considered to ta lly  unsuccessful.

i
i

i

«



COMMENTS AND SUMMARY

This study was undertaken in an effort to evaluate 

the role hypnosis may play in shortening the time of labor 

and relieving pain in the different stages. This was ac

complished by recording the patient’ s subjective and ob

jective response to the method. I f e e l , in spite of the 

sparsity of cases , that some conclusions may be drawn;

1. The average length of labor for multiparas was 84 min

utes which is below the usual at random case, irrespec

tive of per chance basis of selection or the extent of 

hypnosis attained.

2. R elief of pain was obtained in nearly a l l  cases during 

the f ir s t  stage of' labor, in which trance state was a t

tained. In the one case which proceeded too rapidly 

for even a tr ia l hypnosis, i t  was fe lt  that the ante

natal training period played a major part in permitting 

the patient to approach her confinement without fears 

or misgivings, and consequently terminated successfully  

with a minimal amount of sedation.

3. Undoubtedly the two cases that withdrew entirely from 

the method did not relish the procedure and perhaps a 

better approach by the operator would have been success

fu l. Both of these cases were colored patients and ap

parently had a high degree of suspicion with l i t t le  edu

cational background. Of those that went through with
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the method, they were pleased with the procedure, and 

those cases that f e l l  somewhat short of ideal response 

were unhesitating in their anticipation that they could 

go further with it  the next time. The tenth case was 

unsuccessful except for a light trance which was not 

sufficient to sustain the patient through labor. Per

haps more time and a higher motivation would have proven 

successful.

Among the drawbacks of hypnosis are the facts that 

it is not for everyone and that i t  is  also very time-con

suming on the part of the hypnotist. However, as Kroger 

and BeLee have reported, three out of five of their pa

tients were able to be hypnotized.

In this series each patient was able to attain  

some degree of a trance state but only six  of the ten were 

able to use i t  with any success m labor and delivery.

Three of these patients attained good results and one an 

excellent response.

In spite of the disadvantages noted above it  cer

tainly would help the greater majority because of the re

laxation induced and the elimination of the fear and ap

prehension with which many mothers approach childbirth.

This is accomplished to a certain extent by the successful 

obstetrician for it  is generally accepted that he enjoys 

a confidence and rapport with his patients that others in
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the fie ld  of medicine are unable to atta in . Certainly the 

patientfs confidence , in stilled  by his presence alone dur

ing the labor of even a sedated patient, adds to the smooth

ness and serenity of the outcome.

Relative to the time-consuming training periods it  

was found much better results were obtained when the pa

tient was allowed to s it  in on other patients * sessions 

before they started any sessions themselves. Doing this 

alleviated many of their fears that anything was going to 

happen to them and that they would come out of it  without 

any i l l  effects . There was considerable curiosity among 

the patients] to see what someone else looked like when 

they were in a trance. This type of procedure could be in

stituted and allowed to more or less propagate i t s e lf  by 

rapidly cutting down the time that must be spent with each 

individual patient. A lso , a tape-recording of the advan

tages of the procedure to establish a motivating factor 

for hypnosis could be played to interested or curious pa

tients while they were awaiting their appointments in an 

o ffic e . A preliminary indoctrination talk could be m - 

cluded.

Post-hypnotic suggestion is perhaps the single 

most valuable phenomenon associated with hypnosis . It  may 

be used effectively  to lessen nausea and vomiting of preg

nancy , relieve tension headaches, and pressure pain m the
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low back late in the third trimester. I t  has a,Iso found 

use in helping individuals curb their appetite and lessen

ing the desire to smoke. Postpartum and post-ope ratively, 

i t  is used to relieve pain reducing the amount of narcotics 

needed. Patients may be encouraged to breathe deeply and 

cough without pain fa c ilita tin g  post-operative recovery.

The role of hypnosis as a means of induction of labor 

w ill have to be substantiated but definite influence can 

be brought to bear on contractions. Besides obstetrics, 

hypnosis has been used to relieve pain in terminal cases 

of cancer, for laparotomy, b ilateral mammaplasty, appen

dectomy , amputation, and resection of lobe of a lung. (12)
|

The art of hypnotism is not a d iffic u lt  one and 

may be used by almost anyone once they have managed cer

tain fundamentals . This has been one of the d ifficu ltie s  

that hypnotism has had to overcome for it  has been em

ployed to amuse, which has led to abuse in exhibitions 

and stage presentations, not to mention parlor tricks by 

amateurs. If it is to be correctly and safely  used, 

proper precautions must be taken. This includes not using 

recall for fear of precipitating a psychotic episode by 

bringing back some particular traumatic event from the 

patient’ s past. In this experiment no talking was a l 

lowed by the patient as i t  is not necessary fo r  the suc

cessful production of analgesic effect during labor. The
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other safeguard is to be sure to remove a l l  induced stages 

of altered sensations before the conclusion of each trance. 

With these two precautions it is fe lt  that hypnosis m the 

future w ill come of age and may find a proper place of ac

ceptability among the medical and lay people in the f ie ld  

of obstetrics.
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